It has long been a puzzle regarding the atomistic origin of the thermally driven elastic softening of a solid specimen since the pioneering works of Anderson in 1966 and Watchman in 1961. Here we present an analytical solution developed from the perspective of the local bond average. It is shown that the thermally driven elastic softening of crystals can be directly related to the geometric and energetic response of the representative bonds or their average of the given specimen to the temperature variation. Reproduction of the experimental results of Ag, Au, MgO, Mg 2 SO 4 , Al 2 O 3 , KCl, Si, Ge and diamond crystals has been realized giving rise to information on the mean atomic cohesive energy without involving any hypothetical parameters used in classical thermodynamics or in continuum mechanics.
Introduction
Elastic modulus is one of the key elemental parameters in condensed matter physics and materials sciences, which is closely related to the performance of a material such as its elasticity, extensibility, acoustic transmission velocity, Debye temperature, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity [1] . As an elemental quantity of a solid, the elastic modulus and its temperature (T ) dependence have been intensively investigated both experimentally and theoretically [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , because the temperature response of the modulus will result in a change in the above-mentioned properties as a consequence.
Typically, the temperature dependence of the modulus follows the empirical relation first proposed by Wachtman [9] ,
where Y 0 is Young's modulus at T = 0 K. The parameters b 1 and T 0 are the arbitrary constants for data fitting. This model works quite well for the linear temperature dependence at high temperatures. However, at temperatures below the Debye temperature, θ D , the measured data manifest nonlinear temperature dependence. In order to improve the model, Andersen [10] derived an alternative form by introducing the
Mie-Grüneisen equation,
with R being the ideal gas constant, γ is the Grüneisen parameter and δ is the Anderson constant that is temperature independent. V 0 is the specific volume per mole of atoms at 0 K. According to Anderson, the term b 1 T exp(−T 0 /T ) in equation (1) is virtually an approximation of the inner energy of the Debye constant volume approximation. From the perspective of classical thermodynamics, Garai and Laugier [11] derived a solution to fit the temperature dependence of the bulk modulus at 1 bar pressure,
where superscript 0 denotes the quantities gained at 1 bar pressure. B Numerically, equations (2) and (3) could reproduce the measurements in the entire temperature range of measurement despite the freely adjustable parameters such as γ and δ that are hardly available in practice. However, the physical origin of the thermally driven softening is yet unclear. Establishing the correspondence between the elastic properties and the applied temperature change at the atomic scale is a big challenge. In this work, we present an analytical solution for the temperature effect on the elastic modulus from the perspective of bond expansion and bond weakening. The derived solution has enabled us to reproduce the measured temperature dependence of the elastic modulus of Ag, Au, MgO, Mg 2 SO 4 , Al 2 O 3 , KCl, Ge, Si and diamond crystals. The agreement between prediction and measurements leads to an estimation of the mean atomic cohesive energy without using other freely adjustable parameters, which may go beyond the scope of available approaches.
Principles
The interatomic bonding is so important that it determines a solid in performance opposed to that of the isolated constituent atoms [12] . What we need to do is to correlate the detectable quantities with bonding identities such as the order, nature, length and strength of the bonds involved and the response of the bonds to an external stimulus. For a given specimen, no matter whether it is a crystal, non-crystal or with defects or impurities, the nature and the total number of bonds do not change under the external stimulus, such as temperature or pressure, unless phase transition occurs [13] . However, the length and strength of all the bonds involved will respond to the stimulus. If the functional dependence of the detectable quantity on the bond length and strength is known, one is able to predict the performance of the solid by focusing on the response of the length and energy of the representative bonds or their average to the external stimulus. This approach of local bond average (LBA) [14] may represent the true situation of measurements or theoretical computations that collect statistical information from a large number of atoms of the given specimen. Furthermore, compared with the measurement and computation, the LBA could distinguish the behaviour at different locations.
Taking into account the external stimulus of temperature and external pressure, the bond length d(T , P ) and the bond energy E(T , P ) follow the relations
where P is the external stress. The term −
dp/V 0 − V P /V 0 is the energy density stored in the crystal when the sample is being pressed from V 0 to V at a constant temperature [15, 16] . d(0) is the bond length at absolute 0 K without stress. v 0 = V 0 /N A is the volume per atom with N A Avogadro's constant and v(T , P ) corresponds to its T and P dependence. α(t) is the temperature-dependent thermal expansion coefficient. β(p) = d ln(d)/dp is the linear compressibility that is proportional to the inverse of the elastic modulus. Evidence [17] shows that β(p) remains constant at constant temperature within the elastic deformation regime and then the integration could be simplified as P 0 β(p) dp ∼ = βP . C(t) being the temperature-dependent specific heat per bond is assumed to follow the Debye approximation, C v (T /θ D ). The integration of T 0 C(t) dt from 0 K up to T or the conventionally termed specific internal energy, U(T /θ D ), represents the increase in the inner energy of a bond due to the thermally activated vibrations in all possible modes:
By assuming the atom as a hard sphere of diameter d, the T and P dependent volume and bond energy can be simplified as
because α and β are in the 10 −6 order at room temperature. Therefore, the bonding energy contains three parts: (i) the bonding energy per bond at 0 K; (ii) the bond energy weakening due to thermal vibrations; (iii) the bond strengthening due to the storage of deformation energy caused by the compressive stress.
On the other hand, from the perspective of the LBA approach, the bulk modulus is proportional to the bond energy per unit volume [18] ,
where U is the interatomic potential. Combining equations (4) and (7) will lead to an immediate solution to the temperature and pressure dependence of the relative bulk modulus to the standard bulk value at T = 0 K and
β(p) dp 3 dp
β(p) dp
The specific average volume at 0 K per atom, v 0 , could be approximated by the ratio of average atomic massμ to the mass density ρ of the specimen, i.e. v 0 ∼ =μ/ρ. E(0, 0) is the only fitting parameter used to reproduce the temperature dependence of the elastic modulus. Most strikingly, neither the Grüneisen nor the Anderson parameter is needed in the current LBA model. However, the current model includes the contributions from the thermal expansion and the compressive stress presented in the measurement. Furthermore, the current LBA model specifies the relationship of E(0, 0) −1 = 3Rγ δ/V 0 related to Anderson's model. When T θ D , the specific heat C v can be considered as a constant approaching 3R, and since the thermal expansion coefficient α is normally in a range of 10 −6 , (1 + αT ) can be ignored in the estimation. Hence when T θ D , equation (8) can be simplified as
Using equations (8) and (9), we have analysed the temperature dependence of the modulus of Ag, Au, MgO, Mg 2 SO 4 , Al 2 O 3 , KCl, Si, Ge and diamond under the isotropic standard pressure of 1 bar (=10 5 Pa). The values of θ D , ρ and β [11] were used as the input parameters. From the experimental data, we can easily get the slope B exp for Young's modulus at high temperatures. From equation (9), we have the relations the atomic cohesive energy E B (0) can be estimated. This estimated E B (0) was then used as an initial guess in the iteration of refinement and it can be further refined by carefully fitting the experimental data in the whole temperature range with consideration of the T -dependent thermal expansion coefficient. The T -dependent thermal expansion coefficients for Si, Ge and diamond are obtained from [19, 20] and [21] [22] [23] , respectively. The experimentally derived α(t) given in [10] was used for Ag, Au, MgO, Mg 2 SO 4 , Al 2 O 3 and KCl samples. Figure 1 shows the theoretical match of the measured temperature dependence of the elastic modulus of different samples measured at 1 bar pressure. The associated input and output data are summarized in table 1. Generally, at temperatures higher than the Debye temperature, the elastic modulus depends linearly on the temperature; at sufficiently low temperatures the elastic modulus drops slowly with increasing temperature because of the T 4 nature of The fitting also provides a simple way to derive information on the mean atomic cohesive energy, which should be the result of experiment. One needs to note that artefacts in experiment such as the defect, crystal orientation and even the measurement method used may affect the accuracy of the experimental data and hence this approach provides estimated E B (0) values. Furthermore, this method is very sensitive to the experimental data obtained. The accuracy of E B (0) depends merely on the accuracy of the measurement in which the artefacts and impurities may be involved.
Results and discussion
It is expected that pressure induced work hardening arises from the storage of deformation energy. One can imagine that under pressure the bond length will be compressed and deformation energy would be stored in the bulk. Although no measurement data are immediately available, the predicted trend may improve our understanding of the pressure effect, which may inspire further modelling consideration of the pressure effect on the elastic modulus.
Conclusion
Instead of using the continuum medium approaches or the quantum calculations, we developed the LBA to connect the thermo-elastic properties of a large sample to the performance of one representative bond for the entire specimen without using freely adjustable parameters. Exceedingly good agreement between the measured T -dependent Young's modulus of Ag, Au, MgO, Mg 2 SO 4 , Al 2 O 3 , KCl, Si, Ge and diamond with the current approach has led to estimated information about the atomic cohesive energy, which is beyond the scope of conventional approaches. The success of the LBA may demonstrate that the current expression could represent the true situation of the thermally driven softening of Young's modulus and the developed approach could be extended to situations including other applied stimuli such as electric and magnetic fields.
